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Inter-Agency Group: 

Wayanad district, Kerala 

MINUTES OF DISTRICT CHARTER INTER AGENCY GROUP, WAYANAD FLOOD COORDINATION MEETING 

Venue: Mini Conference Hall, DC Office- Kalpetta, Wayanad 

Date: 16th August 2018, Time: 03:00 PM – 05 PM 

Supported by Caritas India and CRS 

 Agenda 

 

 To strengthen the GO-NGOs coordination at districts and state level during emergencies on 
Kerala flood.  

 Interaction and information sharing with District Administration. 

 
 Proceedings: 
 

The meeting started by welcoming all the present member organizations and its local partners who are 

responding in Kerala flood and landslides in Wayanad and others districts of Kerala. The meeting was 

jointly started with address by Fr. John Choorapuzha, Director Biowin and was moderated by Mr. Vikrant 

Mahajan from Sphere India. The later part of the meeting was also attended by Mr. Ajaykuam A R, District 

Magistrate & District Collector, Kalpetta, Wayanad. 

 

 Key discussions 

- The harmonized compiled Rapid Needs Assessment report by Sphere submitted by individual 

agencies like CRS, Oxfam India, IGSSS and CARE India covering 03 districts namely Idduki, Pallakad 

and Wayanad in Kerala shows that the basic needs are met to a considerable extent to the 

affected people in the relief camps. The needs will be on mid-term and long terms recovery like 

WASH, shelter support, food & livelihood support and psychosocial care support once the people 

return back to their home when the water level is receded.  

- The agencies shared that those in the downs and accessible areas getting good services, while 

those in remote areas not getting sufficient support. 

- A feeling of hopelessness or helplessness is spreading in the minds of the people. 

- Agricultural activities and animal husbandry which is the main source of livelihood have been 

severely affected by the flood. 

- The ICDS is active and all support to the children in the camps is also provided by administration. 

It was also shared that 10,000 children in the districts is directly or indirectly affected by the flood 

and landslides.    
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- District administration is also collecting relief materials and sending them to the relief camps 

being operated in the district. 

- It was observed that unregistered relief camps is also functioning in the many of the flood affected 

areas and many of affected people are also taking shelters in their relatives home / neighboring 

villages.    

- External support is require to unreachable and most vulnerable group specially the tribal areas 

which is totally cut off in many places across the state and districts.  

- The state government has announced financial assistant of 4 lakh to people whose house are 

completely damaged and 6 lakh to people who have lost their land due to flood and landslides. 

- Agencies present in the meeting shared the needs of carrying out joint details needs assessment 
on shelter, protection, WASH, food and livelihood along with psychosocial support to affected 
peoples once the water level is receded and people started returning to their home. Further, 
forming of sectoral committees and led committees for each sector were discussed in the 
meeting. 

- The special vulnerability for Wayanad is an important element. The district has 17.5% of the 

tribal population of the state, an area of extreme backwardness, most living in hutments 

- There is an urgent need for dry clothing/ particularly inner wear. 

- Cooking fuel is another major issue. The food packages for relief should add pickle and pappad 

etc. so minimum cooking helps on less consumption of fuel. 

- Participants also approached the DC to nominate one focal point person from DDMAs where the 
NGOs platform can coordinate among themselves during emergencies and shared the 
information to the nominated focal point.  
 
The member present on the meeting also requested DC to provide a desk within DEOC where a 
district coordinator being nominated from Inter Agency Groups (coalition of humanitarian 
agencies working in the district), Wayanad can be position to strengthen the GO – NGO 
coordination by supplementing the government effort 
 

- Strengthening of the sectoral coordination response by non-government agencies that are 
directly/indirectly involved in provision of providing essential service functions with the nodal 
agency (the line departments) as support agencies were discussed on present of the District 
Collector, Wayanad. 

 
District Collector: 

 The immediate need to instil confidence among Children.  

 Support from the IAG  required in the areas of WASH, Food Nutrition and Education 

  Counselling need to be given top priority, the government has already initiated counselling 

support. 

 People are facing extreme distress and the road ahead is very critical for households, an area 

where a lot of support is required by the government. 

 Chalk out a realistic plan to support people to recover and return to normalcy 
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 We need to reassure the community that the wold is behind them to take them forward to a 

more resilient future. 

 Let us do it together to help communities cope with and to spring back to normalcy. 

 Decisions  

 

 The IAG to start functioning from this day i.e. 16th August 2018 at Wayanad with the current 

participants as members. 

 IAG members to nominate a person to represent their organization and will also in due course 

decide on a suitable person to be the convenor of the IAG in Wayanad.   

 IAG secretariat in interim will function from a desk to be provided in District Emergency Operations 

Center  

 District Collector will nominate a nodal officer for disaster management and staff to work in close 

coordination with IAG.  

 District Collector  will also  nominate nodal officers from the concerned line departments for WASH, 

shelter, health including psychosocial care, food and nutrition, social protection, education and 

livelihood to work in close coordination with IAG sector groups for detailed sector assessment and 

emerging coordination. 

 Mr. Kennedy from Sphere India will support IAG secretariat for initial one week and decision will be 

reviewed after that. The immediate task will be to organize IAG membership including sector groups 

with volunteers, sector groups, relief camp information, Detailed sector assessment coordination and 

coordination needs / decisions as taken by the group. 

 Interested members to nominate their staff and volunteers to participate in the detailed need assessment 

data collection, harmonising the existing tools and report writing. The roaster for detailed needs 

assessment of data collection and report writing be finalised by 5:00 pm, 17th Aug, 2018. 

 Don Bosco and NSS will provide volunteers for data collections. 

 Orientation on harmonizing the Joint Detailed Needs Assessment Tools is scheduled on 18th August 

2018 2PM-5PM, 13th August 2018 at Wayanad. 

Key suggestions: 

 A good coordination is very much essential.  

 The IAG group need to prioritise response- as the government is doing well one  key task is to 

identify gaps and see how to bridge these by bringing it to the attention of the government and to 

mobilise resources to reach those in need 

 The second priority should be to look at the immediate and medium term recovery. Here we need 

to assess our capacity individually and collectively to address 

 Prevention needs to get more focus and year after year the Tribal population live 4 months in the 

water and 8 months on the land. 

 PTSD symptoms are on the rise needing immediate attention. So mental health issue to be initiated 

along with recovery programme. 

 Unscientific development activities such as stone quarries. So we need to change out outlook 
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 The district administration makes sure that all the camps are visited by at least 3 officers and report 

back daily to the district administration and resolve issued that arise. The IAG can also bring to the 

notice of the administration any gaps. 

___***___ 


